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1. INTRDDUCT!nN

The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) program is an
integrated hRC staff effort to collect available observations and data
on a perlooic Dasis and to evalutte licensee performance on the basis of
this information. The program is supplerental to normal regulatory
processes used to ensure compliance with NRC rules and regulations. It
is intended to be sufficiently diagnostic to provide a rational basis
for allocation of HRC resources and to provide meaningful feedback to
the licensee's performance in each functional area.

An NRC SALP Board, composed of the staff members listed below, r,et on
September 10, 1992, to review the observations and data on performance,
and to assess licensee performance in accordance with the guidance in
NRC Manual Chapter NRC 0516, ' Systematic Assessment of Licensee
Performance". The Board's findings and recommendations were forwarded
to the NRC Regional Administrator for approval and issuance.

This report is the NRC's assessment of the licensee's safety performance
at the McGuire Units 1 and 2 for the period February 3, 1991, through
August 1, 1992.

The SALP Board for McGuire was composed of:

J. R. Johnson, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Projects (DRP),
Region il (Ril), (Chairman)

A f. Gibson, Sirector, Division of Reactor Safety (DRS), Ril
B. S. Mallett, Deputy Director, Division of Radiation Safety and

Safeguards (DRSS), Rll
A. R. Herdt, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 3. DRP, Ril
D. B. Matthews, Director, Project Directorate 11-3, Office of

Nuclear Paactor Regulation (NRR)
1. A. Reed, Project Manager, Project Directorate !!-3, NRR
P. K. VanDoorn, Senior Resident inspector, McGuire, DRP, Ril

Attendees at SALP Board Meeting:

G. A. Belisle, Chief, Project Section 3A DRP, Ril
W. H. Miller, Jr., Project Engineer, Project Section 3A, DRP, Ril
S. Q. Hinh, Project Engineer, Projects Section 3A, DRP, Ril
T. A. Cooper, Resident inspector, McGuire, DRP, Ril
C. E. Norelius, Director, DRSS, Rill

---- ..
. . .. .. _
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11. SUMMARY Of RESULTS

During this assessment period, McGuire was operated in a safe manner,
Good performance was generally demonstrated during plant operations.
The performance of the plant operators, as a whole, was effective.
Comunications within the operations departe,ent and between operations
personnel and personnel in other departments has improved.
Configuration control and procedural adherence problems continued
throughout the assessment period.

The Radiological Protection Program continued to be superior. An
aggressive program for the control of contamination resulted in
additional reduction of contaminated surface area in the plant. An
aggressive radiological effluent control program continued to reduce the

Environmentalgaseous and liquid ef fluents released from td plant.
monitoring, solid radioactive waste management and water chemistry
control programs were effectively implemented.

Maintenance / Surveillance activities were satisfactory. A strong program
f or preventive and corrective maintenance was demonstrated,
improvements were noted in planning and prioritizing work activities.
Several plant trips were caused by maintenance related problems.

five TechnicalWeaknesses were noted in procedural adherence,
Specification surveillances were missed, in part due to inadequate
procedures.

The fmergency Preparedness Program remained strong. Emergency response
f acilities and equiptent were well maintained and personnel performance
during emergency exercises was effective. A number of program
improvements such as upgradet to comunications equipment and staff*

augumentation were completed during this asse>sment per

Performance in the Security area remained superior. Security system
availability was excellent. Security personnel continue to demonstrate
professionalism and dedicated performance. The fitness for Duty Program
was effective in continuing to maintain a drug free work place.

Performance in the Engineering and Technical Support area continued to
be excellent. Engineering staff demonstrated strong technical
capabilities in their resolution of technical issues. The initial
training program for licensed operators was effective. The
requalification training program was found to be declining as evidenced
by the high f ailure rate identified during the NRC requalification
examinations.

Performance in the Rfety Assessment / Quality Verification area was
excellent. Submituls for NRC review were well prepared and accurate.
Responses to generic issues were of high quality. Active ongoing
management programs to assess plant performance ware effectively being
implemented. Weaknesses were noted regarding the adequacy and
timeliness of corrective actions which contributed to repetitive
problems.

I
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Overview
;Performance ratings tssigned for the last rating period and the current

period are shown be v.

Rating Last Period Rating This Period
Functional Area __ 11.01/89 2/02/91 2/03/91 8/01/92

Plant Operations 21 2

Radiological Controls 1 1

Maintenance / Surveillance 21 2

Emergency Preparedness 1 1'

Security 1 1
i

Engineering / Technical
Support 1 1

Safety Assessment /
Quality Verification 1 1

!!!. CRITfRIA

The evaluation criteria which were used to assess each functional area
are described in detail in NRC Hanual Chapter MC 0516, which can be
found in the Pubite Document Room files. Therefore, these criteria are
not repeated here, but will be presented in detail at the public meeting
to be held with licensee management.

IV. PERf0FJiANCE ANALYSIS

A. Plant Operations

1. Analysis

This functional area addresses the_ control and performance
of activities directly related to operation of the facility
including fire protection.

The McGuire facility demonstrated generally good performance
in plant operations, rianagement involvement in daily
activities remained high, with direct interaction with the
shif t personnel being a rbutine occurrence.

Operations staffing levels cos!stently exceeded regulatory
requirements. There were also a significant number of SRO
trained personnel on the operational support staff and in
plant management. In addition, certain SR0s rnd R0s
continued to be rotated to assignments in the training
center, operational support staff, and to other support
groups broadening experience levels f those areas.

Professionalism, shift turnovers, control room logs, and
response to annunciators were good. Stift turnovers were

_

- _ _ -, _ _ _ . _ _ __
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well controlled, operators disolayed professional attitudes
and ensured that there was undtrstanding of plant status by
the oncoming shift. Shift logs and turnover checklists were
orderly and provided current plant status, in an attempt to
reduce interruptions and distractions in the control room,
access was limited to a single control point, with a single
authorizing individual. The control room SRO on each shift
provided authorization for control room access. This
reduced unwanted distractions and increased the professional
atmosphere of the control room. Interruptions during shift
turnovers and briefings were curtailed by the additional
requirement of not allowing certain work activities, such as
maintenance request approvals, to take place during these
periods. Special access controls were implemented outside
the control room during significant evolutions.

Operators performed well during transients. Dur 4 a loss
of offsite power event on unit 1, the operators performed
very well, with good connunications and effective response
actions. The same professionalism was observed during
recovery from several reactor trips. Operator performance
during startups, power changes, and shutdowns was also very
effective.

Controls during reactor coolant system reduced inventory
conditions were also handled well. The licensee maintained
on shift containment closure coordinators to control timely
and effective closure of breached containment penetrations.
An extra SRO was assigned to the shutdown unit in the
control room during these conditions. There were no
significant core cooling problems identified during the time
periods of reduced inventory conditions to support mid cycle
outage activities during this assessment period.

Operators' performance on the simulator duri!g recent
requalification examinations was weak. A significant
generic training weakness was identified in the
implementation of Critical Safety function Status Trees when
transitioning from the Reactor Trip or Safety injection
(EP/1/A/5000/01) Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) to the
Response to Nuclear Power Generation /ATWS (EP/1/A/500/ll.1)
functional Restoration Procedure. Other E0P usage
w:aknesses observed included: performing " Response Not
Obtained" actions for Engineered Safety feature (ESF) train
equipment that had no power available, failure to transition
from one E0P to another when required by procedure, and
transitioning from one E0P to another based on incorrect
criteria. Additionally, many crews exhibited difficulty in
controlling steam generator depressurization during natural
circulation conditions, without causing an inadvertent main
steam line isolation. Operator use of annunciator response
procedures (ARPs) during the examinations was infrequent.
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These observations indicated that crew comunications and
team decision making skills need improvement.

The approach of plant operations personnel to rely on an
" operator knowledge" rather than a rigorous procedural based
process, along with some instances of inattention to detail,
has lead to an increase in procedural adherence problems.
There were multiple examples of f ailure to follow
procedures. These included: a failure to follow an
operations procedure which lead to an unplanned start of an
emergency diesel generator, a failure to follow a removal
and restoration procedure which lead to an ESF actuation
when the service water supply valves to the auxiliary
feedwater pumps automatically opened, and a failure to
follow the procedure for placing the steam generator in a
wet layup condition which resulted in an unplanned ESF
actuation. Procedural adherence problems were also assessed
to be a contributing factor t, '.he recent decline in
operator performance on the requalification training
examinations as discussed above.

During the assessment period. there was an increase in the
number of plant transients f ght reactor trips this

.

assessment period versus three the previous assessment
period) and eight ESF actuations versus three the last
assessment period. The increase, particularly regarding the
ESF actuations, was attributable, in part, to deficient
procedures, a lack of adherence to procedures, and a lack of
attention to detail. Similarly, there was an increase in
the number of other " lack of attention to detail" type
incidents during the assessment period. One example was the
mispositioned valves in the auxiliary feedwater system that
rendered the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump in a
degraded condition. The licensee has fonned a comittee to
analyze these types of problems and develop site wide
corrective actions by December 1992.

Near the end of the assessment period, the backlog of
procedure discrepancies, in the plant operations area,
peaked at approximately 930. This number included

~

6pproximately 260 normal operating procedure discrepancies,
170 abnormal operating procedure discrepancies, and 500
emergency operating procedure discrepancies. Most of these
discrepancies were suggested enhancements as opposed to -
procedural inadequacies and were being reviewed for safety
significance. The increased backlog has been attributed to
the lack of sufficient staff resources dedicated or-assigned
to the procedures. The licensee began to place more
attention to the backlog and reduce these numbers towards
the end of the assessment period,

t

-___
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On one isolated occasion, poor comunications during a mid.
shift turnover, resulted in a case when there was no SRO

?present in the control room for approximately 2 minutes.
The licensee took corrective actions which included 1

procedural and physical barriers. Improvements have been [
*

noted in the communications and team work within the
operations department and in the comunications between
operation's personnel and the personnel in other departments '

as evidenced by a decrease in the number of events where
comunications problems were a contributing factor.

-r

The fire protection program was effectively implemented by
means of well trained staff and effective procedures. -

Strong fire protection technical expertise from the site ;

engineering organization was available and was frequently
used to resolve potential fire protection problems. The
fire brigade was well trained and equipped and performed
satisfactory during drills. A secondary or backup fire-.
brigade was a program strength. The surveillance and
maintenance of the fire protection features and systems were
good. Detailed and comprehensive fire protection program
quality assurance audits were performed, but corrective
action on identified deficiencies were not consistently
corrected in a timely manner.

Six violations were identified.

2. Performance Ratina .

Category: 2

3. Re.Jomendations
..

The Board was concerned about the operators' performance
relative to procedural adherence and requalification
training, especially during EOP implementation. The Board
noted the increase in reactor trips and ESF actuations. The
Board recommended increased management attention in these
areas.

B. Radioloaical Controls
+

1. Analysis

This functional area addresses those activities directly
related to radiation safety, radiological. effluent control
and ronitoring, and primary / secondary chemistry control.

Overall, the radiation protection program continued to do a
good Job of controlling personnel exposure to radioactive
materials and protecting the health and safety of the plant
personnel and the public.

< , -.~,,.-,,_,-- -- ~ , , + - - . . . - - + . . - . . .-- . , - , . . . . . . . - . . - , - . . . ~ . . . . . - - - - - - -
_ -
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The radiation protection and chemistry control staffs, j

consisting of licensee anu contractor personnel, effectively i.,

supported tLe routine plant and outage activities. Overall, i

training for personnel was considered to be a program
strength, proving to be well-rounded and inclusive.
Personnel turnover was minimal and the licensee had a high
rate of return contractor personnel during outages
maintaining a good experience level.

The licensee's aggressive control of contamination continued"

during the assessment period. Contaminated surface area
continued to decline, averaging approximately three percent '

of the total radiologically-controlled area near the end of
the assessment period. In addition, the licensee continued
to control and respond to personnel contamination events

-(PCEs). The number of skin contaminations was reduced from
approximately 140 during the previous assessment period to
approximately 100 during the current assessment period.
flousekeeping and catch-tontainment reductions were also
strengths and contributed to~the control of contamination.

Radiation protection staff and licensee management.were
committed to meet established dose goals. As a result, the -

licensee's actual collective dose for the assessment period
remained close to the licensee's_ estimates despite two
forced outages in early 1992 which caused the licensee to
expend more dose than planned at the end of the assessment
period. The collective dose goal for 1991 was 361 person -
rem and 368 person rem was received. The collective dose
goal for 1992 was 362 person rem and approximately 311
person rem had been expended near the end of the assessment
period.

The. licensee's efforts to control external and internal
exposure were adequate during the assessment period. -A
necessary change in the calculation and assignment of noble
gas skin doses occurred early in the-assessment period.
Near the end t,f the assessment period, the licensee
initiated the use of digital alarming dosimeters by

L implementing a limited use pilot program with full'

implementation expected in 1993. No personnel exposures in
excess of 10 CFR Part 20-limits occurred during the
assessment period.

The licensee developed and/or implemented a number of ALARA
initiatives during the assessment period. These included
the use of remote video cameras and teKdosimetry. The

| effectiveness of these initiatives was evidenced by the
| significant dose savkg rN.lized from steam generator and
L other major maintenancc wrk during both the planned and

,

fnrced outages during the asentnent period. Action plans
for future dose reduction nad for performing crudbursts were

. -..--- - - - - - -. - - - -- . - , .- ~.- -,
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also developed, in addition, the Itcensee implemented a hot
spot identification and tracking program as the first step
in a process to actively reduce the number of hot spots in
the plant.

In an effort to reduce dose further and to improve
accountability, the licensee cc v>1eted the transition of
ALARA job planning from the ALARA group in radiation
protection to execution planning groups within each major
department. During this assessment, training for existing
job sponsors appeared adequate; however, late in the
assessment period, a weakness was identified concerning the
training provided to new replacement ALARA planners. The
licensee also implemented an ALARA Challenge Contest
designed to heighten ALARA awareness among the workers.

The licensee's radiological ef fluent control program was
effectively implemented and maintained. There was a general
decrease in the activity released in both liquid and gases
ef fluents during 1991, as compared to 1990, due, in part, to
an aggressive leak control program. The doses from the
liquid and gases were less than six percent of the limits
specified in the FSAR and 40 CFR 190. The licensee
continued to have minor unplanned releases to unrestricted
areas as a result of work on the waste gas system. There
were two such releases during the previous assessment period
and three during 1991. The doses from ihose releases were
significantly lower than the gaseous effluent release
limits. Effluent monitors were generally maintained in an
operable condition and repaired in a timely manner.

The licensee maintained excellent performance capabilities
for the measurement of radioactive samples. for example,
agreement was achieved on each of the 138 comparisons made
of radionuclide concentrations in various matrices with the
NRC's mobile laboratory. The licensee aho completed
installation of new post-accident sampling systems to
provide more reliable systemt.. Routine operational tests of
the systems indicated that the systems were functioning
well.

The itcensee continued to perform well with regard to
environmental monitoring. The environmental monitoring
data, as reported in the If;91 Annual Radiological
Environmental Surveillance Reports, indicated that there was
no adverse radiological tripact on the environment resulting
from plant discharges. T'ne licensee's performance in the
Environmental Protection Agency's interlaboratory crosscheck
program indicated that i.n effective quality assurance
program had been maintained for analysis of environmental
samples. No anomalies were noted between the State of North
Carolina Divhion of 'dadiation Protection's (NCORP) 1991

_
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environmental monitoring program data and the licensee's !
program data.. The range of radioactivity concentrations and :

general trends observed by tha NCORP were comparable to the !

licensee's data. [

The licensee's programs for solid radioactive waste
management and transportation of radioactive saterial were |
well implerented during the assessment period. Adequate
facilities were provided for storing and preparing solid !

radioactive waste for shipment. Plant personnel involved in
preparing radioactive material for shipment were well
trained. No incidents occurred involving transport of *

radioactive material from the facility.

The licensee's water chemistry control program was
effectively implemented. The concentration of the chemical
parameters required to be monitored were well within their
specified limits for reactor' coolant. The s)ecific activity
of the reactor coolant was also well below tie specified
limit. This indicated that the fuel cladding integrity was

iwell maintained. The licensee's water chemistry program
'

also implemented the more restrictive Electric-Power
Research Institute guidelines for PWR primary and secondary
water chemistry. .|

One violation was it.entified. ,

2. Performance Ratina ,

Category: 1 q

3. Recommendations

None

C. Ba_intenance/Surveillane,g

1. Analvsis

This functional area addresses those activities related to
equipment condition, maintenance, and surveillance testing.

'Overall, maintenance./ surveillance activities were-
satisfactory. - lmprovements were noted in the predictive and
preventive maintenance programs and in the management of
work activities. Weaknesses were identified in procedural
adherence and the technical quality of procedures.- - Also,- '

five Technical Specification surveillances were missed
during this assessment ~ period.

The licensee demonstrated a strong program for preventive '

and corrective maintenance of critical components. The
, .

l

L

|^
i- i

- _- - __, _ _ _ _._ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . . . _ , _
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licensee had an effective program for trending and
monitoring availability of major safety systems, such as the
auxiliary feedwater system, high pressure injection system,
and diesel generators. These trends were fed into the
predictive and preventive maintenance programs and with
increased awareness and sensitivity have improved the system
reliability and availability.

The plant has shown improvement in planning and prioritizing
work activities. A new computerized Work Management System
has been implemented and the use of intensive pre planning
on large jobs has lead to a decrease in meintenance related
licensee event reports, a reduced number of days in reduced
inventory operation during planned outages, and an Ir.c. eased
safety system availability. The formation of the work
control center (WCC) in the middle of the assessmer,t period
provided a single point for scheduling, decision making, and
problem resolution of work activities.

Plant material conditions were adequate. Plant wide cleanups
and a painting effort improved the plant housekeeping
conditions; however, the removal of material following
maintenance activities remained a problem. A lack of
individual accountability lead to continued material
condition problems such as loose or missing instrument
tubing brackets and abandoned gauges. The licensee recently
established improved accourtability via the new System
Engineering Program. Cont ml room indication problems
significantly decreased since the last assessment period.
The numbar of catch. containments resulting from system leaks
steadily decreased for the last several assessment periods.
Plant equipment availabil'ty was high during the assessment
period. When called upon during transients, plant equipment
performed as de:igned. Failure of the steam dumps to
function properly during a transient was an isolated case.

Several examples of fuse control problems in safety-related
equipment were identified. To correct these problems, the
licensee instituted an intensive inspection and replacement
prog am for fuses in safety-related and non safety related
applications. The licensee completed all safety related
pan:1 inspections and replaced a large number of fuses
dL 'h's assessment period. The licensee continued to.

' ,yect the remaining non safety related panels.
*

Maint enance personnel have demonstrated a good degree of
professionalism. Training for personnel was strong,
contisting of general classroom training, hands on training
in the licensee training facility, and on the job training
assessments. The licensee was constantly upgrading
techniques and equipment used by maintenance personnel. An
example was the use of the laser pump coupling alignment
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equipment which enhanced and accelerated this activity.
Plant maintenance personnel were trained and qualified in
the use of this equipment. During the assessment period,
maintenar.cc work was accomplished without excessive use of
overtime.

One reactor trip occurred due to a maintenance activity
during the assesse at period where an instrument and
electrical technt,.un inadvertently removed a fuse from the
reactor protection system. Late in the assessment period, a
reactor trip was caused by the loss of a main feed pump due
to low turbine condenser vacuum in combination with a
failure of the steam dumps to function properly during the
subsequent runback. The low vacuum on the feed pump turbine
condenser was caused by a mispositioned valve on the
circulating water outlet from the condenser. The steam

dumps were r.ot properly calibrited, preventing their proper
functioning as required during the runback. The

miscalibration was caused by an inadequate procedure to
verify proper calibration of the components.

Weaknesses were identified in the areas of maintenance
procedural adherence and timely revisions to identified
procedure discernancies. A required Technical Specification
corrective ~as not met due to the failure to use the
correct procedure .or plicing an inoperable protection
channel in the trip condition. Multiple examples of annulus
ventilation being rendered inoperable occurred due to
personnel not following procedures during mair*< ce and
surveillance activities. While removing the m or lower
internals for a refueling outage, multiple exampics of
f ailure to follow maintenance procedures and safe work
practices were identified. Operation in a reduced inventory
condition without an adequate piping vent path also occurred
because the associated maintenance procedure did not contain
adequate controls to assure that a ventilation path existed.

A comunications deficiency between the plant staff and the
offsite transmission group was identified. This resulted in
some relay testing equipment being excluded from the
preventive maintenance program. In addition, inadequate
control and coordination of work in the switchyards by the
transmiss' n group lead to a loss of offsite power early in
the assessment period. Control of work in the switchyard has
improved since the event, with the control room personnel
being responsible for access control to the switchyard. An
ESF actuation occurred during surveillance testing when a
miscomunication between performance personnel and
operations personnel resulted in the wrong train of
auxiliary feedwater being removed from service.
Consequently, later in the test, the train that should have
been removed from service automatically started. Operations

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _
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personnel did not have a reference copy of the procedure and
had to rely on verbal communications from performance
personnel.

Technical support of Non destructive Examinations (NDE) was
good during this period. An effective program for
performing Temporary Non-Code Repair of A F t' ass 1,2,and 3
Piping, in response to Genet h 1.etter 90-( ,, w implemented

for the plant service water system. The w % functional
testing program was considered a strength.

During the assessment period, five TS surveillances were
missed. One missed surveillance was caused by an inadequate
startup check list. One surveillance was missed due to an
inadequate computer program to calculate core thermal
narameters. Another surveillance was missed due to the
" technician taking inappropriate actions on the newly
installed vital batteries and failing to complete the
required surveillances. One missed surveillance was caused
by two valves l aing omitted from the surveillance procedure.
A missed TS surveillance occurred due to an error in the
procedure used to program the Rod Deviation Monitor and a
failure to verify the function of programs in the Operator
Aid Computer. Even though this was an improvement over the
last assessment period, procedural quality was a contributor
to these above missed TS surveillances.

Cight violations were identified.

2. Performance Ratino

Category: 2

3. Recommendations
-

The Board was concerned about the plant transients caused by
maintenance activities and weaknesses in procedural
adherence. The Board recommended increased management
attention in these areas.

.

D. Emergency preDaredness

1. Analysi s

This area addresses those activities related to the
Emergency Plan, support for and training of emergency
response organizations both on and offsite, and licensee
performance during emergency exercises and actual events.

Management's support for the emergency preparedness program
was evident from program improvements which were completed
during this assessment period. These included an authorized

.
..
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increase of two specialists in the Emergency Planning (EP)
staf f, promotion of the site EP staff to a higher level in
the site's overall organization, purchase of comunications
equipment, and facility upgrades. The onsite staff was
supported by corporate EP specialists. They prepared
scenarios and provided additional support in requested
areas.

The onsite emergency preparedness staff was well qualified
and continued to provide comprehensive EP training. The

licensee made some changes in the bergency Response
Organization (ERO) training policy. The licensee changed
the ; -y to allow the expanded EPO staff to concentrate on
one funt; ion during training; thereby developing detailed
technical expertise in the particular function. Offsite
support agency training for fire, ambulance, rescue,
hospital, and local law enforcement agencies was effectively
conducted in accordance with commitments in the Emergency
Plan and Agreement Letters with assisting agencies.
Discussions with local County Emergency Directors and State
Emergency Response Personnel indicated excellent support and
responsiveness to their requests by the licensea

McGuire demonstrated an effective response capability for
dealing with site emergency situations during their annual
exercise. The exercise scenario was sufficiently
challenging to exercise the licensee's onsite and offsite
emergency organizations. The licensee demonstrated the
capability to implement the Emergency Plan and its
implementing procedures, as well as take suitable actions to
mitigate the consequences of the accident scenario.
Exercise strengths included Technical Support Center (TSC)
prioritization of repair activities, the use of licensed
Senior Peactor Operators on the TSC staf f, comand and
control of Operational Su) port Ccr.ter (OSC) missions, and
parallel dose assessment by TSC and Emergency Operating
Facility (EOF) dose assessment personnel. This is in
contrast to marginal performance of the OSC during the
exercises held during the last assessment period. One
exercise weakness was identified concerning failure to
adequately describe changes in emergency conditions onsite
to offsite agencies in emergency notification forms. The

licensee developed a proposed corrective action plan which
includeJ testing of this issue in the next annual exercise.
Also during this assessment period the NRC identified a
weakness in the procedure for reporting Emergency
Notification System inoperability.

The use of the control room simulator during the June 19,
1991, annual exercisa allowtd for effective interactions in
a control room atmosphere. Emergency procedures were
available and followed, and control room operations

|
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personnel acted promptly to mitigate the casualty. The TSC

and OSC v ere promptly staffed and ready to supply support.
The erreise demonstrated an effective capability to protect
the pubiic health and safety in the event of a radiological
emergency. In addition to the graded annual exercise in
1991, the licensee performed three additional simulator
drills activating the plant ERO, one table top, and one
unannounced call-out drill which met staffing augmentation
times. The licensee reduced the facility augmentation
response goal from 75 minutes to 60 minutes. The licensee
increased the exercise activity in 1992 to allow additional
training of personnel as a result of program and
organization changes that had occurred. Five simulator
drills and one table. top exercise were performed during
1992.

The emergency response facilities and eaulpment were
maintained in a state of readiness throughout the assessment
period. Periodic comprehensive system functional tests,
communicator drills, and frequent facility walkdowns and
equipment inventories were performed. Upgrades in the
licensee's communication equipment included the purchase of
headsets, and an increased number of pagers for the TSC and
OSC ERO staffs. Improvements in the emergency response
facilities included a relocated OSC for improved control and
direction of emergency response teams, and a dedicated TSC.
This contributed to the improved performance of the OSC
during exercises held this assessment period.

The licensee submitted six Emergency Plan changes during
this assessment period. These changes included Emergency
Action Level methodology and, except for some minor
exceptions that were subsequently corrected by the licensee,
were acceptable.

During this assessment period, the licensee implemented
their Emergency Plan and Procedures on three occasions at
the Unusual Event level. The events were properly declared
and offsite notifications were made in a timely manner.

Cne violation and one exercise weakness were identified.

2. Performance Rating

Category: 1

I
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3. Recomendat ions

None

E. Security

1. Anal _ysi s

This functional area addressed those security activities
related to protection of vital plant system and equipment
and the Fitness for Duty Program.

Corporate and site management continued to aggressively
support the safeguards program resulting in an overall high-
level of performance by the site staff and security force.
Management's-support and involvement were demonstrated by
equipment improvements, quality audit.s with effective-
corrective actions, a site management ?onthly review of
security incident reports and trends, corporate
representation on industry working groups, and the
establishment of a Security Management Focus (SMF)' Group,

1which included representatives from corporate and sites.
The SMF Group focused on evaluating security systems-
reliability, maintenance history, and~ system upgrades. As
noted in the previous sal.P, the licensee had made a
transition from a contract security _ force to a proprietary
force. Officers have been afforded the opportunity to
attend numerous professional courses which.has enhanced
their transition to-a-proprietary force,

in general, the security personnel continued.to demonstrate
professionalism and dedicated perfomance in the
accomplishment of assigned duties. Security shift staffing.
remained adequate. Security. procedures were technically
sound. . There were two instances during this assessment-
period where security officers, posted as compensatory
measures, were found inattentive by the licensee's
supervisor during post checks. The licensee took immediate
corrective action in each case.

During this assessment' period, the licensee did an_ excellent
job of maintaining security equipment and controlling
access. The security system availability was excellent as.
demonstrated by a very high computer availability, the
availability of workable security doors, closed circuit
television (CCTV)' availability and intrusion-detection
system availability. Two long term compensatory measures-
discussed in the previous assessment were corrected ' ith anw

upgrade of the CCTV system, and hardening of a barrier.. 4

More effective utilization of security officers was noted
after the licensee modified _ access control at containment.
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This allowed for the establishment of a single access point,
which increased control over personnel access to
conteinment.

Security continued to provide a well trained and motivated
security force capable of responding to day-to day security
requirements and contingency events. Personnel security
skills were enhanced by aligning the licensee's firearms
program with state and federal fireams qualification
requirements and increasing the handgun and shotgunAdditionally, the licensee has addedqualifications scores.
a night fire qualification course which will enhance their
response capability. Other new training consisted of basic
concepts and principals for a Tactical Response Team (TRT).
The licensee took efforts to provide on-going courses for 5
security force members to enhance their mental conditioning,
tactical thinking, building clearing techniques, tactical
movement techniques, adversary apprehension te-hniques, and
utilization of equipment. The licensee also continued to
provide well trained central and secondary alarm station
operators who successfully demonstrated the capability to
provide comand, control and communications.

Licensee audit findings of the security program were Auditthorough; no programatic f ailures were identified.
findings were addressed by the appropriate levels of

The licenseemanagement to ensure timely resolution.
continued to log and report, as appropriate, physical
security events in accordance with 10 CFR 73.71.

Security Plan changes did not decrease the efrectiveness of
the overall program and were well coordinated with the NRC
staff. Licensee records were complete, well maintained, and

-

readily available.

The licensee's Fitness for Duty Program was effective and
continued to meet the objectives of a drug free work place.
The program was administered by a trained professional staff
with aggressive audit and management oversight.

One violation was identified.

2. Performance Rating

Category: 1

3. Recommendat ions _

None

- - - - - _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^--'--------_.m____ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _
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F. Enaineerina/ Technical Support

1. Analysis

This functional area addresses activities associated with
the design of plant modifications, and technical support for
operations, outages, testing and surveillance, and licensed
operator training.

Overall, engineering and technical support has been
effective during the assessment period. This is evidenced
by good engineering support provided for extensive steam
generator tube inspections and testing and the completion of
outage related work. The McGuire Engineering Division (MED)
has recently undergone significant reorganization. This
transition was handled effectively. An expanded System
Engineering (SE) progrcm was implemented during the
assessment period.

Plant modifications this period showed evidence of prior
planning and appropriate assignme n of priorities. Examples
included the installation of: new high capacity lubrication
oil filter systems for the emergency diesel generators; a
new control room airtight pressure door; new permanent
platforms within containment to facilitate equipment
inspection and maintenance; and containment vessel coating
repairs and upgrades. The licensee has recently
strengthened the modification program resulting in a more
in-depth multiple disciplined review and implementation
process, streamlining the minor modification process and
provided a more timely drawing change process.
Implementation of the program is yet to be assessed.

The licensee's engineering staff demonstrated good
involvement in problem identification and corrective action
as evidenced by both the technical review initiatives
undertaken and the problems identified and resolved.
Examples ' ncluded the discovery of air entrainment in the
Nuclear Service Water System which may have seriously
degraded the Auxiliary Feedwater System and inadequate
design of the control room ventilation system isolation
capability. Repetitive problems regarding the design and
operation of ventilation systems were noted in the previous
assessment period. Significantly more engineering resources
were allotted during this period to better focus on
ventilation system problems. A number of generic licensee
reviews in this area had been initiated, including reviews
-by a special task force. The continued review of these
systems by licensee engineers led to the discovery of
problems involving the fuel pool ventilation system, the
smoke purge exhaust system, and the annulus ventilation
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| system. Corrective actions based upon these reviews
resulted in a number of improvements in testing and
operation of ventilation systems. A Design Basis
Documentation (DBD) review this assessment period identified
that certain containment spray vacuum breakers had not been
leak rate tested. The DBD program progressed within
schedule with the issuance of two system DBDs and the
completion of draft DBDs for an additional eight systems.

A major NRC assessment concluded that the Electrical
Distribution System (EDS) was fully functional, the
reliability of offsite power was acceptable, the design of
the EDS was adequate, and electrical equipment was properly
sized.

A good knowledge level was demonstrated by the engineers
during the NRC review of the EDS. The engineering staff's
involvement in issue resolution during normal operation and
outage activities was good. The engineering staff
demonstrated conservative and timely support in the
resolution of emergent issues such as reactor coolant pump
bearing and main flange joint leak repairs, and plugging and
repair of steam generator tubes. Evaluation and resolution
of the increase in reactor coolant system hot leg
temperature streaming, and problems of determining true hot
leg temperature and reactor coolant flow, were
comprehensive.

Steam generators (SGs) received an increased level of
attention due to high rates of tube degradation identified
through eddy current inspections during scheduled and
unscheduled outages. In January 1992, Unit I was shutdown
because of a 235 gallon-per-day tube leak. The leaking tube
had been examined during a previously completed refueling
outage but the suspect indication, although identified by
analysis, did not receive the appropriate evaluation and was
therefore misclassified as a manufacturing defect instead of
a crack. This misclassification caused Unit 1 to be
rhutdown. Several programatic weaknesses surfaced as a
result of this problem. These included a lack of
conservatism and consistency in analysis guidelines and
inadequate administrative controls describing r:sponsi-
bilities for the various groups associated with this work
effort.

In response to these problems, analysis guidelines were
revised providing increased conservatism and sensitivity.
Engineering staff involvement was strengthened as evidenced
by their concerted effort to initiate and conduct
comprehensive inspections and analysis of SG tubes to assure
tube integrity and plant safety. Industry technical experts
participated in the evaluation and disposition process.

|
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Recording levels of indications were lowered to a more
sensitive threshold of detection. During the most recent
tube inspection outages, nine tubes from the McGuire steam
generaters were removed for metallurgical analysis. All of
these actions have demonstrated DPC's willingness to
identify and resolve the root causes to the SG tube
degradation.

The licensee has demonstrated a strong comitment to an
Erosion Corrosion (E/C) Program, in response to NRC
guidelines in Bulletin 87-01 and GL 89 08, through
allocation of substantial resources, a good organization,
and a program administered by design engineering. During
the Unit I seventh (7) refueling outage, the E/C program was
effectively implemented with a number of components _

inspected and portions of the steam extraction system and
feedwater heater system being replaced cased on previous
inspection results. In response to Generic letter 88-05,
Boric Acid Corrosion of Carbon Steel Reactor Pressure
Boundary Components in PWR Plants, high-quality engineering
support was provided in the development of implementing
procedures to ensure boric acid leakage would be detected,
evaluated, and corrected in a timely manner. The motor-
operated valve testing and surveillance program adequately
addressed most of the recommendations of Generic letter 89-
10. Strengths were noted in the program relative to
thorough design basis reviews and switch setting
calculations, knowledgeable personnel, an effective
Operational Experience Program, and active participation in
industry groups, often in a leadership role.

An effective initial training program for licensed operators
was demonstrated by a 100 percent pass rate for the Generic
Fundamentals Examination Section and a 92 percent (12 of 13

-

candidates) pass rate on initial examinations conducted
during the assessment period. The simulator was used
effectively for training. The licensee has implemented
corrective actions to alleviate simulator deficiencies noted
during prior examination administration.

The requalification program was determined to be
satisf actory; however, overall performance was evaluated as
declining from the last assessment period. Five af twenty

operators failed the NRC administered requalification
examination. One of four crews also f ailed. Deficiencies
which led to the failures included improper Emergency
Operating Procedure (EOP) usage and poor crew communication.
Performance in evaluating operators was adequate with the
exception of some individual evaluators who missed key
errors performed by operators during the simulator
examinations. In response, the licensee has initiated an
E0P improvement project to evaluate, revise, and reissue

- - _- -_ - - __ - _ _-_ _ _ _
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their E0Ps, as well as additional training on current [0Ps.

Four violations were identified.

2. Performance Ratina

Category: 1

3. Recommendations

None

G. Safety Assessment /0uality Verification

1. Anal ysi s

This functional area addresses the licensee's implementation
of safety policies; amendments and relief requests;
responses to Generic letters, Bulletins and information
Notices; resolution of safety issues; safety review
comittee activities; and the use of feedback from self-
assessment programs and activities.

Management support remained excellent during the period with
senior management being actively involved in assessing plant
performance and evaluating safety issues. Decisions
continued to be conservative regarding safety issues as
demonstrated by shutdowns to test containment spray check
valves and to inspect steam generator tubes. Management
interfaces with the NRC regarding safety issues continued to
be excellent. The licensee has implemented a total quality
management process which focused employees on quality work
and actively involved employees in recomending
improvements.

Licensee proposals for license amendments were well
prepared, accurate, and thorough. The largest licensing
effort dur'.ng the assessment period was the McGuire Unit I
cycle 8 reload TS amendment (Nos. 128/110) and the
supporting four topical reports (DPC-NE-2004, 3000, 3001,
3002). The licensee's overall performance regarding this
effort was excellent and demonstrated DPC's knowledge and
capabilities regarding FSAR Chapter 15 methods.and analysis
techniques. The licensee's efforts to support the control
area and annulus ventilation TS amendment demonstrated the
licensee's capability of using a knowledge of the systems,
methods, and technical issues to successfully resolve the
problem of degraded heater voltage. An example of excellent
communications in support of licensee amendment proposals
was the one time deferral of the Unit 2 mid-cycle ice
weighing surveillance. The licensee met with the staff
prior to the submittal, discussed the approach and technical

!

1
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validity of the proposed TS amendment and, as a result, the
licensee amendment was processed without delay.

The licensee's responses to Gereric letters (GL) and
Bulletins were generally of high quality, timely, and
technically well prepared. Examples include the licensee's
responses to the Multi Unit Service Water System GL (GL 91-
13) and the Snubber Visual Inspection GL (GL 91-09). One
exception was the licensee's response to the Instrument Air
Bulletin (Bulletin 88 14). This was delayed several times
and implementation of the Bulletin 8814 actions, was
extended to the end of 1993.

The licensee submitted several requests for relief from the
provisions of the ASME Code incorporated in their 151 and
IST plans. These relief requests have generally contained
sufficient technical informatien and been of sufficient
quality to enable the staff to process the reliefs with
minimal need for clarification or additional information.
Examples of such reliefs included the request for use of
automatic welding for steam generator plugs and the relief
request associated with the installation of flanged
connections in the main steam system. The licensee's
efforts regarding their request for extension of the 10-year
ISI interval was the one exceptior, to these generally high
quality standards as this relief required two subsequent
revisions before the staff could complete its review.

Two examples of the licensee's conservative approach to
station operation following problem identification were
their efforts concerning the discovery of air in the nuclear
service water (RN) system and the discovery that certain-
containment spray vacuum breakers had not been leak tested.
Regarding the air in the RN system, the licensee
subsequently determined that this air could potentially
travel to the suction of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system and subsequently impact AFW system operability. The
licensee made a conservative determination that the affected
portions of the AFW system were inoperable. In the case of
the containment spray vacuum breakers, the licensee shut
down Unit 2 (Unit I was in a refueling outage) in order to
leak test the subject vacuum breakers after initial tests
indicated that the valves could potentially allow
significant centainment bypass leakage. Both of these
issues were technically complex, challenging the engineering
capability and knowledge of the licensee's staff. In both
cases the licensee methodically assessed the adverse effects
of the degraded condition and proceeded in a conservative
fashion regarding unit operation.

The licensee implemented a range of quality assessment
activities. These included the Nuclear Safety Review Board

_ - _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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(NSRB), the McGuire Safety Review Group (MSRG), the
Integrated Safety Assessment Group (ISAG), Corporate ')uality
Verification (QV)' audits, a site surveillance group, Self
Initiated Technical Audits (SITAs) and a Human Performance
Evaluation System (HPES). A recent reorganization resulted
in the Manager, QV Department serving as the NSRB director
and reporting directly to the Executive Vice-President,
Power Generation Group. Membership was expanded to 12
members, including a broad spectrum of expertise. The board
has provided a good independent review of safety issues,

__

plant performance and 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations.

' The MSRG and site surveillance group have been incorporated
into the site Safety Assurance group under the new
organization. The HSRG has performed well relative to

-

preparation of event reports and root cause analysis of
events. The licensee conducted an excellent shutdown risk
pre-outage review resulting in rescheduling of many
activities. The surveillances, as well as the corporate
audits, have concentrated on field observations and have
identified appropriate findings and recomendations
demonstrating a good technical knowledge. The QV
organization used a team approach to audits. The teams have
used many experts from groups other than QV and other sites
as well as a consultant. The ISAG provided a good
independent review of licensee's performance trends as well
as comparison to industry performance for licensee upper
management.

The licensee conducted a SITA of the electrical distribution
system (EDS). The NRC's EDS inspection confirmed that the
SITA was thorough and effectively identified areas for
improvement. More timely corrective action for the
licensee's audit findings would have reduced the findings of

-

the NRC EDS team. The HPES has served to emphasize and
improve root cause analysis for human performece problems.

The licensee's corrective actior. program was expanded to
include the lower tier programs in each site group. The
licensee has also identified weaknesses in the lower tier
root cause evaluations, TI,e NRC has identified a number of
repetitive problems indicating inadequate corrective action
in some cases. These problems include f ailure to follow
procedures, inadequate procedures, configuration control,
annulus ventilation doors being lef t open, failure to
perform post modification markup of control room drawings,
and failure to implement compensatory actions for the
Standby Shutdown Facility inoperability. In addition, the

licensee failed to take timely corrective action for two
specific problems. These included loose wiring for a
Residual Heat Removal miniflow valve and a low diesel
generator feel oil condition.

- - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ - - - - - _ - _ __
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A large number of event' reports' involved ventilation- systems
during the early part of the assessment period. -Improvement
was noted during the latter half- of the assessment period.

_

Several instances of untimely corrective action were noted
as 'well as a-large backlog of corrective actions. The;
licensee was developing an improved corrective action
program at the end of the period including the root cause
analysi.s process and was also pursuing the backlog problem. -

In-response to concerns expressed by the NRC and licensee
self-assessment processes that some problems had not been
documented and weaknesses existed in root cause evaluations,
an indepth on site root cause training program was initiated
for engineering and other station personnel. It included
training in techniques for task analysis, change analysis,
barrier analysis, event and causal factor analysis,
understanding human behavior and performance, root cause
analysis documentation and interviewing. The training
includes actual event analysis. To date, 190 on-site
personnel had been trained.

Three violations were identified.

2. Performance Ratina

Category: 1

3. Recommendations

None

V. SUPPORTING DATA AND SUMMARIES

- A. Licensee Activities

A major reorganization was announced in November 1991, includinr'
relocating Design' Engineering to the site. Implementation of t"
reorganization was completed in July 1992.

B. Direct inspection and Review Activities

A total of 44 inspections were performed at the McGuire facility
during this assessment period. These included the ongoing routine
resident inspections and inspections performed by the-NRC staff,
in addition, an Electrical Distr!bution System Functional
Inspection _ was conducted on April 22-26, May 6-10 and 20-24 1991.
An NRC Mobile NDE Laboratory Inspection was conducted on February'
24 through March 26, 1992.

.,
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C. Escalated Enforcement Activities

1. Orders
,

None-

2. Civil Penalties (CP)

None

D. Manacement Conferences
,

February 5, 1991: A meeting was held at NRC Headquarters for OPC
to give a-presentation on the motor-operated valve testing program.
being implemented at all three DPC Nuclear Stations.

April 11,1991: An enforcement conference was held in Region II.
to discuss inadequate control room ventilation design issues.

April 18, _ July 9, September 3, and October 7 and 8,1991:
Meetings were held in NRC Headquarters to discuss the DPC-NE 300lP
Topical, the McGuire Unit 1 Cycle 8 reload submittals and
associated topical. ,

May 30, September 4, October 15, and November 12, 1991,'and March'
>

5, 1992: NRC/0PC interface meetings were held to discuss the
overall activities at all- three DPC Nuclear Stations.

July' 2,1991: A meeting was held at 0PC's General Office in
Charlotte,. NC, to discuss the testing and maintenance program for

-

pressurizer safety valves.

September 6, 1991: An enforcement conference was held in _ Region-
11 to discuss the ' improper K2 gain settings for the over-- ,

temperature delta-temperature reactor protection system trip set;
points for the _ Catawba and McGuire facilities.

October 30, 1991: A meeting was; held in' Region-II to discuss the
~

-proposed OPC reorganization and corresponding changes in the
Technical Specifications and Quality Assurance . Topical Report.

November 20,-1991: An enforcement conference.was: held to discuss-

the problems-associated with .emoving the reactor vessel internals
<for Unit'l.

February 5, 1992: A meeting was held in NRC Headquarters:to
discuss the testing methods to be used for the reconstitutable-
fuel assemblies for Unit 1.

April 15,-1992: A meeting was held'in NRC Hsadquarters between-
OPC, limitorque, Kalsi Engineering, and other utilities-.to discuss

j using extended motor operated valve thrust limitr.

!

-
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April 29 1992: A meeting was held in Region !! to discuss the
self-assessment of McGuire's performance.

June 8, 1992: An enforcement conference was held in Region 11 to
discuss inadequacies in the design control process which failed to
recognize the possibility if air entrainment in the Nuclear
Service Water system.

June IC, 1992: A meeting was held in NRC Headquarters to discuss
using the Seismic Stops Pilot Program.

July 28, 1992: A meeting was held at the McGuire facility to
discuss emergency diesel generator Technical Specification
submittal.

E. Confirmation of Action letters (CAL)

None.

F. Reactor Trips / Unplanned Shutdowns

Unit 1

February 11, 1991: The unit automatically tripped from 100
percent power due to loss of offsite power due to an improper
testing procedure on the autobank transformer.

|
February 19, 1991: The unit inadvertently tripped from 100
percent power during troubleshooting of a reactor trip breaker'

enclosure.

April 25, 1991: The unit was manually shutdown due to high
vibration on the "C" reactor coolant pump.

January 16, 1992: The unit was manually shutdown to repair a tube
leak in the "D" steam generator.

May 5, 1992: The unit was manually shutdown to allow steam
generator tube inspection.

June 25, 1992: The unit inadvertently tripped from 100 percent
power during preventive maintenance activities on the Solid State
Protection System.

July 26, 1992: The reactor automatically tripped from full power
following a turbine trip due to loss of the IB main feedwater pump ,

on a low feedwater turbine trip.

Unit 2

August 14, 1991: The unit was manually tripped due to an axial
flux dif ference.

.
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September 25,199f:- The Unit was manually tripped due to a
circuit-grounds- problem which caused a mai_n. feedwater isolation '

valve to close.

October 4, 1991: The unit was manually shutdown to perform
surveillance testing on containment' spray _ valves.inside the-

annulus. ->

No. amber 8, 1991: The unit automatically tripped from 100 percent
power when the "C" Shutdown Bank control rods fell .into the core *

during a_ routine periodic test.
_

March 21, 1992: While in the ' process of ' starting up, the unit
automatically tripped from approximately 62 percent-power due to a
failed linkage on the positioner feedback arm of .the feedwater
regulating valve for the 2C_ steam generator.

April 9,- 1992: The unit automatically tripped from full power
when both main feedwater pumps tripped on.the loss of the
condensate' booster pumps. .This was caused when a. positioner
failure resulted in abypass valve f ailing in a ' closed position.

May 20, 1992: The unit inadvertently -tripped from_100. percent on
1o-10 steam generator level caused.by the closure of a feedwater
regulating valve due to a mechanical f ailure-of a fuse in' the
control solenoid. The unit remained shutdown for a steam
generator tube inspection.

G. Review of Licensee Event Reports |(LERs) q

During the assessment period 48._LERs were analyzed. The
distribution of these events by cause as determined by the NRC
staff was as follows:

Cause Total' Unit 1 Comon Unit 2

- - -
Component Failure 7 1 _-- 6

Design / Procedures 7 |2 - 5 -

. Construction / Fabrication
1Installation 1 - -

Other- 5 1 1 3

Personnel
- Opeiating. Activity 11 6 12 3-

l~5 4- Maintenance Activity
.

8 1 2 5

-

- Test / Calibration Activity-
- Other 4 3 1 -

-Total 48 18 11 19

Notes: 1. With regard to the area of-personnel, the NRC '.

considers lack of procedures.. inadequate
procedures, and erroneous procedures to be
classified as personnel error. _

J
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2. The other category is comprised of LERs where
there was a spurious signal or a totally unknown
cause.

3. Five Voluntary Special Reports were submitted
but are not included in the above tabulation.

4. The above information was derived from a review
of LERs performed by the NRC staff and may not
completely coincide with the licensee's cause
assignments.

H. Licensino Activities

During the rating period,14 licensing amendments for the two
McGuire units were issued.

1. Enforcement Activity

No. of Deviations and
Violations in Each Functional Area

Dev. V IV 111 11 1

Plantbphrations 6

Radiological Controls 1

Maintenance / Surveillance 8

Emergency Preparedness 1

1Security
Engineering / Technical 3*

Support
Safety Assessment / Quality 3

Verification

TOTALS 23

* One violation from the NRC NG: Mobile Laboratory
inspection is not included in the above tabulation. This
violation response is currently under review by the NRC.

.


